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Foreword 

 

 

 In front of success of the first number of "Res Populi" ( 2500 downloads), it is with an 

emotion and an undisguised pleasure that we present you this new opus today. 

 Change of period for the occasion, because we are going to be interested this time at 

the beginning of the XVIth century, and more particularly in François Ier's reign and in the 

famous battle of Marignan. The calendar supplies us the best pretext in this study, because 

we shall celebrate in September 500 years of this event remained engraved in memories. 

 The principle remains the same: approach the garment and the fashion of time from a 

document source, and decipher it. In the only exception that it will be here about two 

different garment, to offer to our readers some alternatives. 

 

We hope that you will find so much pleasure to discover this issue that we had to realize it. 

 

Good reading. 

 

 

   Anaïs Guyon       Guillaume Levillain 
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Introduction 

 

 The collective unconscious is reached by nature 

by partial amnesia. And the historical  pageant      

naturally does not escape it. If the male silhouette 

of the 1470s is perfectly known, and that of the  

German lansquenets presents in all the spirits, there 

is a kind of "white" between both there. There are 

nevertheless two sovereigns whose reigns  are      

divided the period, and constitute a real hinge     

between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance: 

Charles VIII and Louis XII 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charles VIII 

(1483-1498) 

Louis XII 

(1462-1515) 

We attend during these few years at the same time 

a transformation of lines, but especially the ultimate 

evolution of the medieval garment. Because if the 

German influence already is felt in the wardrobe of 

the sovereigns and the big of the kingdom, he does 

not also go away for the people, and it is necessary 

to wait for 1530s to find it tracks in the iconography.  

The silhouette is put advanced and freed then more 

than ever of subtleties of the middle of the XVth 

century such as « maheutres »; the influence then is 

clearly Italian. 
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Italian wars 

 

Origines 

 The house of Anjou, younger house of      
Capetians, holds the kingdom of Naples until 1442. 
It is there that Alphonse V, king of Aragon, takes up 
this territory; the last one Representative of the 
French house, René Of Anjou dies in 1480 and 
leaves its rights on The kingdom of Naples to Louis 
XI. Charles VIII Inherits from it quite naturally. 

 

The affair becomes clearer in the court of France 

when certain barons of the kingdom of Naples,  

remained faithful to the Inhabitants of Anjou,     

rebel. In 1486, before being overcome and taking 

refuge near Charles VIII. Besides, the latter is      

discreetly supported in its Italian project by        

cardinal Giuliano della Rovere, the future Jules II, 

who matters on the French support to make pope 

Alexandre VI Borgia give evidence .  

 

Ci-dessus : Rodrigo de Borja (1431-1503), devenu pape 

sous le nom d'Alexandre VI, de 1492 jusqu'à sa mort. 

 

Ci-dessous : Le pape Jules II. Lorsqu'il n'était encore que 

cardinal, Giuliano della Rovere (1443-1513) se révèle 

être l'un des plus grands soutiens de Charles VIII lors 

de son entrée dans la péninsule italienne. 

On the other hand, the defensive and offensive armament evolves little in its forms and its 

specificities. Only some details change, always under the German influence. 

We are then at the dawn of the French Renaissance, the mixture of the Germanic and     

Italian influences the peninsula of which constitutes the source of inspiration, and the 

Wars of Italy the context of discovery and learning.  
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First war 

 

 Charles VIII crosses(exceeds) the pass of 

Montgenèvre on September 2nd, 1494, with 

1600 riders, 12 000 foot soldiers (among 

whom Swiss 6000) and 70 pieces of           

ordnance. He is supported in his compaign by 

the duchy of Milan. 

The French troops quickly move forward and 
affect the city of Asti on September 9th,  
whereas to Rapallo (near Genoa) louis of   
Orléans and its Milanese French troops rout 
an army of 5 000 Aragonais. The army        
continues to progress towards Naples.        
October 20th, French people take Mordano 
in Romagne, and 26, it is the village of     
Fivizzano that falls. Florence is taken without 
fighting(disputing) on November 17th. The 
French people enter in Rome on  December 
31st.  

An anti-French alliance is established in the 
North at the instigation of Venice. 

Charles VIII decides to leave Naples on 

May 20th, 1495 with the main part of his 

army. Gilbert de Montpensier, become a 

viceroy, remains at the head of a French 

garrison there. King, having left Naples 

with a decreased army ( 9 000 men), 

makes cross the Apennines in his artillery, 

not without any trouble, and comes at 

Fornoue July 5th. Caught up by the army 

of François II, marquess of Mantua, strong 

of united 35 000 men, Charles VIII engages 

in combat on July 6th. In spite of their    

digital inferiority, the French troops gain a 

victory who   allows them to pursue their 

retreat. 

With a ruined army and out of breath, 

Charles VIII is forced to negotiate: the 

peace of Verceil is finally signed on         

October 9th, 1495, and impose a status 

quo.  

The campaigns of Louis XII 

 

When louis of Orléans succeeds Charles 

VIII, he inherits from his rights on the  

kingdom of Naples and adds it his claims 

on the duchy of Milan. He gets closer to 

Borgia to Rome and to pope Alexandre VI, 

but also to city of Venice, with which he 

signs a treaty of alliance in Blois on         

February 2nd, 1499. On March 16th, it is 

with the Swiss cantons that he becomes 

allied.  

Louis XII at the head of his troops. Jean Bourdichon. This          

miniature illustrates Jean Marot's work, about the campaign 

of the French monarch in Italy. (BNF, Ms. Fr 5091, folio 15, 

reverse)  
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The French people attack the duchy of Milan in July, 1499, and occupy the city on           

September 2nd. Genoa falls to the hands of king of France in the same tems. Trivulce,   

commander of the French strengths, remains in Milan in spite of counter-offensive, before 

Charles II    d' Amboise is appointed as governor. Louis XII returns in France and stop his  

action. Ludovic Sforza, duke of Milan, is captured and imprisoned in Loches castle until he 

dies in 1508.  

Triumphant entrance of Louis XII 

to Genoa. The political message is 

clear: the monarch is the friend 

and the liberator quite at the same 

time of Italian cities. 

We see in the background the    

liveries of his archers of body (BNF, 

Ms.  Fr 5091, folio 22)  

Once conquered the duchy of Milan, Louis XII turns to the kingdom of Naples. Even there, 

he obtains the support of the pope. On November 11th, 1500, king signs the treaty of Gre-

nada with Ferdinand II d' Aragon , which governs the division of the kingdom of Naples: 

the Apulia and Calabria for Aragon, Naples, the Plowing and the Abruzzes for France. 

The French defeats of Seminara, Cérignole and Garigliano against Gonzalve of Córdoba, 

causes the loss of Naples. In February, 1504 is signed the armistice of Lyon by which Louis 

XII gives up the kingdom of Naples for the benefit of Ferdinand II d' Aragon.  
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The fourth war   

 In 1508, the treaty of Cambrai,  

results in the fourth war of Italy also 

called " war of the League of Cambrai ". 

This alliance managed against Venice 

includes the Papacy, France and the 

Saint empire. 

The hostilities burst in May, 1509. The 

French troops, commanded by Louis XII 

personally, beat the Venetians of      

Bartolomeo d' Alviano in the battle of 

Agnadel on May 14th. The Venetian 

troops regain self-control and  

  

 

  

Allegorical representa-

tion of Louis XII entering 

Milan. In the foreground, 

his archers of body walk 

in ranks, whereas we can 

distinguish the royal  

banner raising the      

porcupine of the family 

Orléans to the second. 

(BNF, Ms. Fr 5089)  

take back Padua on July 15th. The emperor, 

who puts the siege in front of the city on   

September 15th, has to remove his troops at 

the end of 15 days. 

On February 24th, 1510, Jules II turns around 

against French and raise the excommunication 

of Venice: the papal and Venetian troops 

become allied then to chase away French of 

the peninsula. In May, 1511, Louis XII takes 

Bologna; on October 5th, 1511, the pope 

trains Saint Ligue including Spain and Venice, 

then England and Swiss cantons, against 

France.  
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The French troops succeed nevertheless 

in overcoming the League on April 11th, 

1512 in Ravenna. But instead of          

continuing their advance the troops they 

plunder the city, what allows the Spanish 

and papal troops to take time to regain 

self-control. In June, 1512, the French 

people evacuate Lombardy. 

The French army, managed by Trémoille 

and Trivulzio, throw a new offensive and 

take back Milan.  

The operation is nevertheless stopped by the 

Swiss on June 6th, 1513, to Novarre, and 

French evacuate again in the direction of 

France. 

On September 14th, Louis II de la Trémoille 

ratifies the treaty of Dijon, by which he buys 

the departure of the Swiss and abandons his 

claims on Italy in the name of king.              

Nevertheless, this one does not confirm its 

gesture. 

Drafted by 1510, these texts 

celebrate the victory of the 

French people on Venice to 

Agnadel in 1509. We see 

here king Louis XII writing to 

queen Anne of Brittany, 

stayed in France (folio 51 

reverse). 

 

(Epistles of royal poets,  

Saint-Petersburg, National 

library of Russia, F. F. v. XIV, 

8)  
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François Ier in dress of coronation. 

This miniature is extracted from 

the Collection of kings of France, 

dug up by archives by Jean de     

Tillet, on order of Henri II. This 

work presents 30 royal portraits. 

(BNF, Ms. FR 2848, folio 150)  

Marignan 

 

When François Ier reaches the throne on  

January 25th, 1515, he decides to reactivate 

the project of invasion of the Milanese, the 

rights of which he holds, because coming 

down too from Valentine Visconti. 

The Swiss always holds the duchy, retained 

in the service of the young person           

Maximilien Sforza. Although having assured 

them of his support on February 7th, 1515, 

emperor Maximilien Ier of Habsburg          

nevertheless turns a blind eye to the       

commitment by François Ier of more than  

15 000 German, leaving lansquenets Swiss 

alone to defend the invaluable duchy.  

While the Swiss place garrisons in         

Piemont to block the usual passage of the 

French troops, François Ier made take a 

new way its troops, by the pass of Larche. 

The Swiss are then forced to withdraw in 

Lombardy. 

The French monarch promises during 

summer to the Confederates of important 

sums of money in exchange for their     

departure of Milan. The Swiss refuses, 

and face French on September 13th and 

14th, 1515 to Marignan. Winners, French 

take control of the Lombardy.  
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Above: battle of Marignan. François Ier, 

victorious king, is immortalized during a 

cavalry charge. (BNF, Ms. Fr 1738, folio 1, 

reverse) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opposite: portrait of adolescent Charles 

the Fifth, by Bernard van Orley (by 1516) 

In January, 1516, eight cantons decide to   

accept the conditions of king, five others   

authorize the emperor to recruit for a new    

expedition(shipping) in Italy.  

On August 13th, Charles de Hapsburg, 

become king of Spain, and future Charles the 

Fifth, recognizes the domination of France on 

the Milanese, in exchange for the             

abandonment of Naples: it is the peace of 

Noyon  

November 29th, 1516, the Swiss                

Confederacy and France sign a perpetual 

peace; king of France can again commit the 

Swiss in his army.  
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 In May, 1518 takes place a reconstruction 
of this battle, organized by Léonard de Vinci. 
The ambassador of Mantua gives numerous   
details of this event, stating thousand extras  
feigning fights around a castle of wood and    
fabric. The artillery was present also, firing     
loadsof paper. 

The party lasted two days to Amboise, in front 
of eyes stunned by the french court and the              
ambassadors of all Europe. 

François Ier at the beginning of 

his reign. Oil on wood attributed 

to Jean Clouet, Cop museum, 

Chantilly castle. 

Illumination attributed to              

" Master of the Rat trap ", a   

painter practicing in Rome and in 

Milan at the beginning of the 

XVIth century.  

Preserved to the castle of     

Chantilly. 
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The garment 

Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 

manuscrit FR 1738 folio 1 verso 

The subject which we are going to approach is particularly interesting, because it became a 

real cliché nowadays. Who says " lansquenet fashion" said necessarily "Renaissance"! 

If this parallel is easy in the Saint empire, things are not so simple in France; the garment 

finishes its transformation towards what will be the European standard during all first half 

of the XVIth century. Years 1500-1515 so mark the end of medieval period in the lines of 

the garment, but not necessarily in its manufacturing. 

Indeed, corporate associations continue to work from the statuses established in the XIVth 

and XVth centuries, with the same techniques. Only change the forms, influenced by the 

international exchanges.  

From the beginning of the XIVth century (left silhouette), the doublet did not never stop 

shortening and discovering legs. It limits itself to the size from 1480s. This shape is thus 

perfectly anachronistic before it.  

At that time, the line of size is the most important in the cutting of clothes: it thinned draw 

an outline, rebalances it, and lengthens the body. Let us remind here that the garment is in 

the service of its carrier, and not the opposite, as today. 
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 Indeed, the line of hip is favored today, and it 

is easy to see the number of peoplemade limp: 

the point of preservation to the size allows a 

straight, healthy stature for the back. 

These changes cause a certain revolution in the 

conception of the link between garment and     

body: the man deprives himself of his heavy    

overalls worn in the XIIIth, intended to hide him, 

and the human body, its anatomy, become central 

subjects of concerns. The innovative ideas of the 

Renaissances are so underway from the beginning 

of the XVth century in the field of the fashion.   

  

Above: evolution of the basic costume, 

from 1320 till 1500. Notice the line of 

size. 

 

Opposite: the doublet, at the beginning 

and middle of XVth  century. The last 

illustration is contemporary of           

Marignan. 

 The miniature that we selected was realized in the years which followed the battle of 

Marignan, and represent one of its actions. Even if the soldiers wear their defensive 

equipment, we can glimpse all the same several elements which are going to allow us to 

describe what they wear down. Let us not forget that the uniform such as we know it 

today does not still exist, and that the fighters wear their civilian clothes in the war. 

When we missed a major information to draw up the typical garment of a man of the first 

quarter of the XVIth century, we referred in bas relief of the cathedral of Amiens, dating 

the same period. 
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La tenue civile 

Underclothes 

 

Breeches  

Breeches amount to their simplest           

expression, that of a linen modern pair of 

underpants closed by a brehel, very close 

to what we know today.  

The garment has then a strictly hygienic 

use, the evolution of hose being then     

succeeded: we do not attach it any more 

the former models to points of the XIIIth, 

the last representation of which goes back 

up in the middle of the XVth century. 

Assembly 

 

Both rectangles of linen or hemp are          

interconnected by two parts of square shape, 

which give all the ease and the comfort 

which it is necessary for breeches.  

A belt, folded up in two on a cordon and 

sewn to the set, finishes the garment. 

To the right, we can see the mode of           

assembly and sewing of the various elements. 
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Two types of breeches simultaneously worn in France and in         

Germany are represented here. The second, to the right, more         

indented and looking very much like a modern bikini, finds itself in 

numerous German documents of the end of the XVth century. 
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La shirt 

 

 

 The shirt  is always linen or in 

hemp. It gains in scale, collars being     

wider from now on and even sometimes 

wrinkled. In the use, it seems good that a 

particular patronage of the collar allows 

these multiple folds without subtlety. 

Sleeves are straight and trapezoid. It 

comes down in the middle of thighs. 

Let us return one moment on this collar. 

While previously it was extremely badly 

seen to let appear underwear, quite at 

least in the aristocracy and the high 

bourgeoisie, it seems good that the     

inverse habit spreads in the society. 

Indeed, it is the outcome of the process 

which from the beginning of the XVth 

century 

  

give more and more place to the shirt through 

the doublet, to make during this period a key 

element of the male putting.  

Folds, more and more skilfully organized, so 

give rise some ten decades later to the ruff , 

the shirt being equipped with a collar raising 

these folds. In the fashion, nothing of is born 

ex nihilo. 

 

Assembly 

 

From the same pattern, it is possible to obtain 

both types of collar. To obtain all the gathers, 

it is enough to widen parts front and back of 

the body and to frown them.  

For example, for a man whose width of shoul-

der is 20,47 inch, we shall add 3,94 to 5,91 

inch on each side according to the density of 

gathers for which we wish. 

The pattern that 

little evolved for 

the XVth century. 

The shirt consists of 

two parts for the 

body, and sleeves 

contain a main    

body as well as a 

fob coming to take 

place under the 

armpit. 
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The longest shirts go down at the middle thigh, whereas the 

shortest stop under the pubis. The right model presents a 

shirt frowned in the collar and widely cut out the neck.      

Below on the right, the location of the fob under the arm. 
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Garments 

Hoses 

 

 Our fighter can wear two types of clothes to cover his legs. First of all there are  woll 

stockings (hoses)knit by a single part or assembled by a posterior sewing. It is the work of 

the « bonnetiers ». 
Other solution, the one that we retained here, they 
are hose with tail of magpie, with very high size (at 
waist level natural). 

The only difference compared with the previous 
century is in this height. The system of tie,        
made up of eyelets arranged around upper and 
strengthened by a linen band inside did not 
change. 

The leg is all in one piece and contain one foot, the 
top of which is cut in the continuity of the leg. The 
sole, provided with side fobs, is cut to part. This 
type of assembly allows to avoid the sewing at the 
time of foot and in the ankle, what offers two      
interests: the absence of sewing offers certain     
esthetic picture with the open shoes, and allows a 
better flexibility for the passage of the foot. 

To guarantee a better 

flexibility, we use a fine 

and dense, woolen twill. 

We also cut hose in the 

bias of the fabric, to take 

advantage of its             

mechanical qualities. The 

pattern is drawn in the 

direction of cutting. Forget 

sacrosanct main line so 

expensive to our modern 

fashion dressmakers. 
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The « boulewart » 

 

 It is here that we have our first big evolution. Any reenactor knows to what extent it is 

difficult to realize hose with full bottom at the same time close to the body and resistant in 

the tensions in the tensions engendered by the system of tie in the doublet.  

 Let us take a moment to to remind an        
essential notion of the distribution of the         
fashion: it is made elites towards the people. 
And this time of adaptation and recovery, which 
can set near century in the XIVth century,         
decreases faster and faster. It is of for the      
development of the  exchanges between          
territories easier (more well-to-do) depiction by 
their unification by the various sovereigns.  
 
Yet, the search for a silhouette more and more 
fine and purified by the nobility leads to the     
appearance of the boulewart, which once         
receiver(combined competition) in hose with tail 
of magpie, eliminates the problems of tensions 
and of day between hose and doublet. The      
military historian can already see there an        
interesting occurrence in the breeches of stitch 
wornin the war from the beginning of the XVth 
century. 
The fact remains that we find this garment in 
certain texts from the years 1450-60, but the fact 
remains that its first performances appear only 
late, at the end of the ten decade 1480. 
 
The shape is very simple: a kind of pair of shorts, 
generally of the same color as the hose, with a 
belt of eyelets to maintain it in the doublet, on 
which we bring back the fly of hose to full 
bottom. 
Hosesand boulewart thus settle the one on the 
other one, not making more than one. Obviously, 
the examples worn by the nobility are more     
informed to us by the iconography. 
 
It contain what can be stripes, but also leaky 
ones and “chiquetades”. It can be realized in ma-
terials richer than those of the hose. 

Once the boulewart was put on, the     

junction with hose is completed and      

continuous. He can be very simple, either 

decorated with diverse ornaments, such 

these sausages were leaky and doubled by 

another cutting material. 
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Pattern and assembly 

 The pattern of this piece 

called « boulewart » is very 

simple: it is about that of hose 

with full bottom of the previous 

century, truncated from the top of 

the knee, for the longest, under 

the pubis for the shortest 

( French fashion). 

The size is high, traced on that of 

the hose to attach them sets on 

the doublet.   

 Not having to take the same tension as the hose with full bottom, the boulewart 

maybe cut in line. 

It's the same for the fly, provided with a fob at the level of the coxis, to relieve the tension 

of the fabric at the level of the crotch. The cod piece is as for it made up of two parts     

artificially bent upward. 

Below: assembly of ornemental boulewart pieces in 

two phases. We sew at first to dish both parts,     

before folding up them on the body of the        

boulewart and of assembling them to that by little 

points obliquely. 

Above: the top parts and of lining must be 

cut wider than the final piece which we want 

to obtain. It is what allows to obtain the final 

volume during the assembly. The leaky are 

cut from the sheet and left as they stand if 

the sheet is dense and does not duck out of it, 

is oversewed inside the sheet is too weak. 
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Overview of the body of 

the boulewart after   

assembly of ornemntal 

pieces. It can then have 

to four on every leg 

( German influence)  

either simply two 

( French fashion) of it 

there. 

One of the funniest stages stays the filling of the fly … 

By studying the iconography, there would be certainly 

a typology to be made, according to the size and the 

period. We shall not miss to return there soon! 

Use some cotton filling to do it, and close the whole 

by means of a round linen yoke.  

Assemble at the moment the various          

elements, by verifying that the curve of the 

triangular support of the fly, is sufficient.  

The made up of two triangles which we   

describe on our pattern is imperative to    

assure a bigger bearer ease. 
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Opposite, to the right: Over view of once        

     complete boulewart  

     This model not contains 

      that three flourishes by 

      thigh, but you can also 

      rise others between each 

      of them there. 

 

 

Below: Plan in section of the making of

     the support of fly. We distinguish 

     the outside material there   

     woolen sheet, and the lining. 

Opposite to the left: 

Making of the   

protuberance 

stuffed with the 

support. Fix it to no 

more than 0,79in of 

the upper edge, not 

to destabilize the 

fly downward. 
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The doublet 

 

 Appeared during 

1320s in a longer shape, 

the doublet affects its     

minimal size, which it 

keeps throughout the 

XVIth century. 

 The separated bottom 

part disappear during the 

whole part of the first 

quarter of the XVIth      

century, and eyelets        

allowing to fix hose are put 

back on the bottomof the 

waist portion. 

 Cut in some woolen 

sheet, it is doubled with 

some   linen and stuffed by 

means of several linen 

layers (to 6) and of cotton 

filling. The set is pricked 

before being covered by 

the woolen sheet. 

Above: Making of of the doublet, with the     

installation of hooks in close-up. 

 

Below: Pattern of the garment. The trunk is in 

four part, and the sleeves does not serve again 

on the wrist ( no buttoning) 
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Outer garments 

 Men still wear a dress 

over their doublet, and it until 

the middle of the next century. 

Cut in some woolen fabric, she 

can be doubled by linen, or by 

« blanchet » (white wool very 

fine and weaved in twill). 

 

 The pattern has some 

little evolved since the reign of 

Louis XI: if the trunk is still built 

in four part, the  bottom affect 

from now on the shape of a 

skirt, cut in two pieces. It is   

joined to the trunk by a sewing 

in it size. Sleeves keep the 

shape of a trapeze, and do  

not tighten on the wrist.  This 

dress is based on one of the    

bas-reliefs of the cathedral of 

Amiens, in north of France. 

We can see on the plan 

opposite the making of 

the dress, with the    

organization of folds in 

the size, very impor-

tant in the final    

depiction. For a man of 

about 175lb, do not 

hesitate to cut both 

pieces making up it  by 

taking the width of 

whole strip for every 

piece. 
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  The present second character on the miniature wears a garment different from the 

one that we have just presented you. Inspired directly  from some Swiss fashion, it re-

sumes the base form of a doublet, but contains yokes in the middle of the front and of   

behind. These two additions, once organized by means of some stitches, allow to obtain 

the visible folds on our document. 

 The collar is cut in a single piece, and sleeves are decorated with the same type of  

already present element on the boulewart which we presented you higher. 

Opposite: Pattern of the   

body, with the central yoke. 

The shape of the skirt is the 

same that of the previously 

approached dress. Adjust 

simply the size. 

Below: fragmented view of 

the making. 
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Headgear 

 The basis is the same that for garment approached 

previously: the outside is cut in some woolen fabric, and 

the lining in linen. 

Above: Both types of 

headgear, in situation 

Opposite: Pattern 

and overview of 

the makingof the 

fur hat. 

 To stay in our optics 

to present you two main 

currents of the fashion at 

this beginning of XVIth 

century, here is thus two 

types of headgear.  

 The first one, who 

consists of a simple fur 

hat with flaps, is widely 

worn in France.  

The second on the other 

hand, is more repre-

sentative of the Saint 

empire and Switzerland. 
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Shoses 

 

 Whims of the fashion, shoes affect a new shape since a few years. The sharp soles 

disappeared to make way 

for ends circle or still 

squared. It is this last 

shape which we find un-

der the name of " leg of 

bear " in the fashionable 

usual works of the XVIth 

century. 

 The manufacturing 

with welt did not evolve, 

nor the global shape of 

shoes or bootees. 

Reserve right now your advertising insert in the 

magazine Viva Historia by contacting us by e-

mail here: 

vivahistorialarevue@gmail.com 
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Conclusion 

 

 Thus, we saw that forms and silhouettes evolved for the beginning of XVIth century 

towards a new model, inspired by the German mercenaries. These famous lansquenets 

are on the base of this recognizable very colored fashion at first glance, that we fantasize 

and attach immediately to the Renaissance. Numerous combinations of colors and decora-

tions will allow to differentiate and to make unique your clothes, without falling in the 

conveyed clichés. 

 In reality, clothes, their materials and their manufacturing keep the same characteris-

tics as in the previous century. The genealogy is clear, even if some shadow zones still re-

main. But what is thus this missing link? 

 It is what we shall discover in a next number of "Res Populi". 
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Viva Historia 
 

Viva Historia aims to be a dynamic            

magazine covering all the aspects of the  

Living History all around the world. All     

the periods and the themes will be                  

approached: techniques, livened up( places, 

costumes, cultural releases and historical 

fests, companies … 

 

All the news about reenactment and the 

historic animation will have their place in 

the magazine. Craftsmen and storekeepers 

are also invited to take advantage of these 

pages to make discover in public their work 

and their novelties. 

 

Viva Historia is a quarterly magazine,      

proposed in paper version of 100 pages (in 

limited edition) and in digital version     

available on the download of 80 pages. The 

digital version is also available in English 

and broadcasted internationally.  

Retrouvez nous sur notre site internet  

vivahistoria-larevue.fr  
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